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Art

- Instil critical thinking, reflective
learning and a ‘can do’ attitude

- enable children the freedom to
express their creativity

-responsible, respectful and
competent users of data,
information and communication
technology.

- learn to think and intervene
creatively to solve problems

- equip them for their future use
of technology

Computing

- develop children’s curiosity and
fascination about the world and
its people

- gain historical perspective by placing
their knowledge into different
contexts.

- understanding of the Earth’s
physical and human processes

- build a deep understanding of cause
and consequence and chronology.

- investigate and make enquiries
about their local area of
Braunstone and Leicestershire so
that they can develop of real
sense of who they are, their
heritage

- understand their roots and how this
has influenced their lives and culture.

Geography
- understand the benefits of an
active lifestyle
-Challenge themselves and others
to improve performance and
technique
-Perform a range of skills and
movements effectively on their
own and as part of a team.

P.E.
- explain what is occurring, predict
how things will behave, and
analyse causes.
- develop a sense of excitement
and curiosity about natural
phenomena.
-develop rational explanation
-analyse, make hypothesis and
interpret data

Science

- investigate, evaluate, and
practice skills
- designing, making and
evaluating a product for a user
for a specific purpose

Design
- enhancing their cultural
awareness
-develop self-expression
- appreciation for a wide range of
genres, artists and composers.
- compose and perform music

- make connections, contrasts and
trends in order to build a clear
narrative of history.

History
- express their feelings and have
strategies for dealing with both
negative and positive emotions
- know what a positive
relationship looks like
- to be emotionally literate
- understanding of money
management and employment
opportunities

RSHCE

Music
- understand the world around
them
- knowledge of the world faiths, and
their understanding and awareness
of the beliefs, values and traditions
of other individuals, societies,
communities and cultures.
- to ask questions about the world
and to reflect on their own beliefs,
values and experiences

R.E.
- understand place in multicultural world
- to speak and converse in
Spanish
- Understand Spanish culture and
customs
-Understand how language widen
opportunities

Spanish

